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Modern Composite Aircraft Technology By Hans D. Neubert 6051 Prado St. Anaheim, IA 92807 and Ralph W. Kiger 10201 Wembley Circle Westminster, CA 92683 (All Rights Reserved by the Authors) PART II. OPTIMIZED OUTER WING PANEL DESIGN



N THE PREVIOUS article (Part I, July SA), we preIsented to you a brief overview of the materials technology of interest to the composite airplane designer/ builder, and a preliminary design summary of the T-18 outer wing panel in four different configurations. A brief review of the last article is prudent, hopefully to



answer some questions that may have been raised. Also, some limitation on the size of the first installment dictated restraint on our part to the quantity of material that could have been presented. In this second article, we plan to discuss the origin of the loads imposed on the wing during flight, resolve those loads into the wing structural elements, show how they are treated and proceed to an optimization of



the entire assembly. Since highly loaded joints are the nemesis of composite structural analysis, we are receding slightly from the initial cavalier approach taken of proceeding directly to fabrication and plan instead to first test a representative wing spar/sandwich cover joint section before committing the design to final form. The proposed



joint concept is shown in the later portions of this article. MATERIALS REVIEW



One recognizes that a great variety of different fiberglass weave styles are available and we normally would use 3 to 4 of them in combination. In doing so, a better strength-weight optimization will be realized. To illustrate, one would normally use 2 styles of unidirectional material having equivalent composite tensile and compressive strengths, but with different cured thicknesses. This permits one to taper out skin thickness more efficiently from root to tip. We would also normally use 2 styles of bidirectional weave having equal strengths in both directions for the same reasons. Our choice of Style 143 glass cloth was purely judgmental in order to reduce the complexity of the analysis. The E-glass composition is used herein since S glass (although more desirable from a strength point of view)



is not as readily available, and its cost penalty does not warrant its usage at this time. Dynel, Union Carbide's trade name, which is the same as Verel, Eastman Kodak's trade name, is a modacrylic fiber having '/.-ta of the linear elastic strength of fiber-glass, and is therefore not worthy of our consideration as a material for primary structural applica-



tions. It may, however, find favor and utilization for



secondary structural applications (i.e., cowls, fairings, covers, wheel pants, etc.). MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION REVIEW



In the design of a laminate required to sustain a specified set of loads, the optimum combination of individual layers for minimum weight normally results in a laminate consisting of longitudinal plies and angle plies. Normally we design to "symmetrically balanced about the midplane laminate" configurations in order



to uncouple the membrane extensional and plate bending responses to the loads. That means "for every layer at a + H angle relative to the span we have a - H layer, and for every layer above the middle of the laminate thickness (mid-plane) there is one below". By constraining ourselves to a single material (i.e., Style 143 unidirectional cloth), the m i n i m u m number of plies is 2, but only if they run spanwise. Inboard, when layers are required at some angle to increase shear strength, then



the m i n i m u m number of layers is 4 [ + 0/-M-0/ + 0}. If angle and longitudinal plies are both used, the m i n i m u m is 6. If the "symmetric balanced laminate" rule is not



followed, the laminate is no longer specially orthotropic, but anisotropic. and becomes substantially more difficult to analyze since it is coupled. The utilization of anisotropic coupled laminates is only now being fully explored as a technique to increase high speed flutter, and also to control aerodynamic twist. A coupled laminate w i l l twist when bent, which leads to the possibility of a wing design which twists as a function of the bending moment, reducing the relative angle of attack as a result of bending loads (as might occur in an accelerated stall). We are, however, using the sandwich core as the mid-plane in the sandwich panel configuration: thus the laminate is still uncoupled: |0/+fl/-tf/Core/-#/ + #/0]. In our plan of constructing a wing panel for structural tests, we intend to use the new high impact/ superior toughness resin system, even though the strength characteristics presented on the 143 glass were based on MIL-HDBK-17 values for a typical bisphenol-A resin. Specimens to obtain test values of 143 with the improved resin are in work, but the complete results are not available at this time. Our approach is expected to be conservative, based on initial test data. PRELIMINARY DESIGN EXAMPLE REVIEW



After reviewing the results of Table 8 of the previous article (preliminary optimization for the 4 configurations), we expected you to conclude that using fiberglass composite in aircraft construction does not necessarily yield a lower weight design than contemporary a l u m i n u m construction. The conclusion that fiber-glass designs are. at best, equal to a l u m i n u m designs on the basis of design weight is a result familiar to us. Having gone through numerous aircraft designs of widely differing weight, size, speed and mission as a result of our occupation, similar comparative results have been SPORT AVIATION 55



obtained. The conclusion that leads one to consider composite airframes is not a lower weight (advanced composite materials excepted), but less tooling, less fabrication time, increased serviceability, better maintainability and repair, no corrosion and, normally, lower overall cost. Of the 4 configurations, the skin-stringer designs were optimized by using automated procedures. For aluminum, material properties from MIL-HDBK-5B were directly used; with the fiber-glass version, the properties of the skins, stringers and ribs, which are a function of the layup orientation, were determined and optimized independently, and then plugged into the minimum weight algorithm. Therefore, the overall minimum weight for the skin-stringer Concepts I and II is a combination of layup orientation optimization (which is an input quantity to the box beam analysis), and the box beam optimization, which is a tradeoff of the skin, stringers, spar and rib parameters. The same optimization problem of material and the structural configuration exists for the sandwich and full depth core designs. These were done by hand analysis, but are within a reasonable minimum weight tolerance for predesign tradeoff purposes. As a result of this work, we concluded that the sandwich cover design (Concept I I I ) is the most logical for further consideration. Among the payoffs is that a wet wing design is feasible, and that fabrication can be accomplished in a manner which gives a smooth exterior surface.



tact, suffer no irreversible damage and show no signs of permanent set. However, repeated application of limit load (usually 1,000 times or more) may lead to damage or failure due to low cycle fatigue characteristics of most materials. A factor of safety is normally introduced to specify the ultimate load factor. The value of 1.5 is traditional for aircraft structures (1.25 for unmanned spacecraft), and comes from the fact that the ratio of ultimate tensile strength to yield strength of typical aluminum alloys is 1.5. Basically, the factor of safety was established by the materials capability, and not some mysterious revelation. In the design of fittings, castings, and joints, higher factors of safety are used. For certificated composite aircraft, the value of the margin of safety for the structure is still a negotiable number. During the analysis of any particular component, a margin of safety value is computed. Given the stress (or load) a structural element is expected to sustain, a value is computed which compares the actual stress to the material's permitted stress (limit applied stress due to limit load compared to the material's yield stress) minus 1.0; thus, M.S. = (Allowable Stress/Applied Stress) - 1. Any value greater than 0 indicates that structural element has reserve capacity for additional load, provided other modes of failure do not occur first.



APPLIED AND DESIGN LOADS



For convenience and uniformity to the aerodynamicist, as well as the structural analyst, the aerodynamic force coefficients are usually given in non-dimensional form resolved about the aerodynamic center (the location on the wing chord about which the moment of the air forces are independent of the lift forces). These coefficients are C^ (coefficient of lift), CQ (coefficient of drag) and Cj^ (coefficient of moment). They are a result of the pressure distribution of the air acting on the airfoil (see Figure 1). It is not possible to predict with exact certainty the worst case load conditions which will be imposed upon the airplane structure. Our knowledge of aerodynamics, together with past experience, does enable us to limit the scope of the necessary investigations to a number of standard conditions. This leads one to construct the customary V-n diagram familiar to many homebuilders, where the gust load factor is combined with the various design speeds to yield a structural flight envelope. For the T-18 aircraft, limit load factor "n" is equal



The airplane will, during its lifetime, be subjected to an infinite number of load combinations. These loads are of two general types — aerodynamic flight loads and those which are a result of landing conditions. For wing structure, landing loads do not normally dictate the design. Flight loads arise from intentional maneuvers by the pilot or from "sharp-edged" gusts. During unaccelerated level flight, the lifting force on the airplane equals its weight. This results in a load factor n = 1 + (a/g) = 1. This load factor is defined as the multiplication factor by which the level flight aerodynamic forces are multiplied to obtain the equivalent static effect of dynamic forces acting during acceleration of the airplane. The value of the load factor is initially chosen by the aircraft designer based on the type of usage he expects the aircraft to encounter in service. The limit load factor is the maximum load factor which is to be expected in any normal maneuver. At the limit load, the airplane is expected to remain in-
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to 5 at maximum gross weight. For these articles, we have assumed that the aerodynamic loads which result



cover also reacts to in-plane shear forces. Lower Cover — The lower cover is similar to the



the design maneuvering speed. The values cited in Table 8 (Part I) are derived as follows (see Figure 2, also, see page 62).



and the in-plane forces are tension. The in-plane shear forces are the same. Ribs — The ribs serve a number of functions. They



in wing bending and twisting occur simultaneously at



One must include the tip portion of the wing in determining the moment, shear and torque. By adding the 12inch wing tip to the structural box length and applying the equations, one will obtain the maximum values cited at the fittings of the outboard wing panel.



upper cover, except that air pressure loads are positive



act as transverse panel stiffeners for the compressiveloaded upper cover; they resist the secondary forces of wing bending (without ribs or spars, the upper and lower covers would try to come together as a result of the bending loads): they redistribute loads from aileron/flaps;
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FIGURE 2 - GEOMETRY OF DIMENSIONS FOR LOAD CALCULATIONS



RESOLUTION OF FORCES ON WING BOX STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS



These aerodynamic loads, resolved into equivalent externally applied moment, shear and torque, must now be reacted by the various structural elements of the wing structure. Refer to Figure 3, as well as the next few paragraphs to understand this transformation. Upper Cover — For wings in positive "n" bending,



the upper cover is subjected to a negative aerodynamic pressure gradient acting normal to the surface and, if



the cover is structural, must resist compressive in-plane loads. Therefore, the upper cover distributes air loads



to the substructure (ribs and spars), and reacts to compressive forces which are a result of wing bending due to the aerodynamic pressure of the air. In a clothcovered aircraft wing, the cover only distributes the air pressure loads to the substructure, but plays no role in resisting bending forces. Due to twisting forces as a result of aerodynamic shape of the wing section and concentrated loads at the fittings as a result of aileron deflections, the upper



and they react to and redistribute air loads.



Spars — Spars, together with the wing covers, react to bending loads, resist the vertical shear forces, and resist the torsion forces in both differential bending as well as in-plane shear.



DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS Since the design concept chosen for subsequent analy-



sis is the sandwich panel configuration, specific con-



siderations affecting the successful design will be addressed next. Structural sandwich is a layered construction formed by bonding two thin facings to a thick core. It is a type of stressed-skin construction in which the facings resist nearly all of the applied edgewise (inplane) loads and flatwise bending moments. The thinspaced facings provide nearly all of the bending rigidity to the construction. The core spaces the facings and transmits shear between them so that they are effective about a common neutral axis. The core also provides most of the shear rigidity of the sandwich construction. The sandwich is analogous to an I-beam, in which the flanges carry direct compression and tension loads, as do the SPORT AVIATION 57
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FIGURE 3 LOADS ON WING BOX STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS



sandwich faces, and the web carries shear loads, as does the sandwich core. As a consequence of employing a lightweight core, design methods account for core shear deformation because of the low effective shear modulus of the core. The main difference in design procedures for sandwich structural elements, as compared to design procedures for homogeneous material, is the inclusion



of the effects of core shear properties on deflection,



buckling and stress for the sandwich. Because thin facings can be used to carry loads in a sandwich, prevention of local failure under edgewise direct or flatwise bending loads is necessary, just as prevention of local crippling of stringers is necessary in the design of sheet-stringer construction. Modes of



failure that may occur in the sandwich under edge load are shown in Figure 4. Shear crimping failure (Figure
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4B) appears at first to be a local mode of failure, but is actually a form of general overall buckling in which the wavelength of the buckles is very small because of



low core shear modulus. The crimping of the sandwich



occurs suddenly and usually causes the core to fail in shear at the crimp, and it also may cause shear failure in the bond between the facing and the core. Refer to Table I for sandwich panel design requirements.



Crimping may also occur in cases where the overall buckle begins to appear, and then the crimp occurs suddenly because of severe local shear stresses at the ends



of the overall buckle. As soon as the crimp appears, the overall



buckle may



disappear. Therefore,



although



examination of the failed sandwich indicates crimping or shear instability, failure may have begun by overall buckling that finally caused crimping.



TABU



If the core is of cellular (honeycomb) or corrugated material, it is possible for the facings to buckle or dim-



1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR SANDWICH PANELS



ple into the spaces between core walls or corrugations, as shown in Figure 4C. Dimpling may be severe enough



so that permanent dimples remain after removal of load, and the amplitude of the dimples may be large



enough to cause the dimples to grow across the core cell walls and result in a w r i n k l i n g of the facings. Wrinkling, as shown in Figure 4D, may occur if a sandwich facing subjected to edgewise compression



The f.icinps shall be thick enough Co withstand the tensile, comprcssivc. and shear stiesscs induced by the dcstpi Ui.id.



buckles as a plate on an elastic foundation. The facing may buckle inward or outward, depending on the flatwise compressive strength of the core relative to the flatwise tensile strength of the bond between the facing and core. If the bond between facing and core is



The tore sh:Jl have sufficient strength to withstand the shear stresses induced by the design loads.



strong, facings can wrinkle and cause tension failure in



«*



the core. Thus, the w r i n k l i n g load depends upon the



The coie shall be thick cnoui'h and have sufficient shear modulus to prevent overall buckling of Ihe sandwich under load.



elasticity and strength of the foundation system; namely,



the core and the bond between facing and core. Since the facing is never perfectly flat, the wrinkling load will also depend upon the initial eccentricity of the facing



Younp's modulus of Ihc core and Ihc comprcssive strength of Ihc facing shall be svflxicnt to prevent wrinkling of the faces under the design load.



5



The core cells shall be small enough to prevent interccll buckling of the f.icinf.s under design loud.



O



The core shall have sufficient comprcssivc strength to resist crushing by design lojtls acting normal to the panel facings or by compressivc



or original waviness. The local modes of failure may occur in sandwich



panels under edgewise loads or normal loads. In addition to overall buckling and local modes of failure, sandwich is designed so that facings do not fail in tension, compression, shear, or combined stresses due to edgewise loads or normal loads, and cores and bonds do not fail in shear, flatwise tension or flatwise compression due to normal loads, as shown in items E through H of Figure 4. ANALYSIS METHODS AND FINAL OPTIMIZATION



stresses induced through flexure



Up to this point, we have summarized how the air forces on the wing surface are resolved into equivalent /



forces about the airfoil aerodynamic center, how those forces about the aerodynamic center are resolved into applied loads on the structural elements which comprise wing structures, and since we plan to design using



The sandwich structure shall have snOicient Rcxural and shear rigidity to prevent excessive delieetions under design load



A.



GENERAL BUCKLING



FIGURE 4 POSSIBLE FAILURE MODES FOR SANDWICH PANELS F.
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Caused by insufficient par,tl thickness or insufficient



core shear rigidity
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Caused by insufficient core shear strength or panel



thickness



SHEAR CRIMPING



Applicable to ccllnl.ir cores only Occurs will) very thin facings and.l rrc core cells This cftccl may cause failure by prop.icatmg across adjacent cells thus inducing face wrinkling.



G.



FLEXURAL CRUSHING OF CORE



Sometimes occurs following, and as a consequence



of. general buckling Caused by low core shear modulus, or low adhesive shear strength.



C.



E. FACING FAILURE



FACE WRINKLING



Cauied by insufficient core flai*i« compresuve strength or excessive beam deflection.



H. LOCAL CRUSHING OF CORE



ADHESIVE BOND FAILUffE



TENSILE FAILURE IN FACING —A COtE COMPRESSION FAILURE



Initial failure may occur in either compression or



tension face. Caused by insufficient panel thickncii, facing thickness, or facing strength Caused by low core compression strength



Facmp buckle* a* a "plate on an clastic foundation." It may buckle inward or outward, depending on relative strength* of core in compression and adru sivc m fhtwiv: tension
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composite sandwich structure, a summary of the design requirements and possible failure modes. The moment of truth is at hand; "what is the optimum design configuration which satisfies all requirements, considering the tradeoffs between number of spars and ribs,



panel size and thickness, number of layers of glass cloth, orientation, etc., etc.?"



To answer this question, we have taken two approaches. First, we assumed various combinations of ribs and spars and computed the following: number of layers per facesheet, optimum orientation, sandwich core thickness for three distinct types of core, panel weight per square foot, and margins of safety to satisfy strength, stiffness, stability, and wrinkling. Secondly, we reviewed the literature to obtain classical solutions for minimum weight structures. Finally, we converged the two approaches together to yield what we believe to be the optimum design, based on m i n i m u m weight, for the constraints to which we worked. The results you see in the remainder of this article are a summary of somewhat numerous calculations done by hand as well as by computer.



There are those that might argue that all of this work



is a little too grandiose, and that all of this complexity



of analysis does not support the trend towards simplicity. The argument in favor of simplicity is valid, and is one the builder must make. Our intent is to present information which will show the impact of the various approaches. Consider even the tradeoff between the various composite design concepts shown in Table 8 of the first article which



were reasonably well optimized. Between Concepts II, III, and IV there is a 2\r'< difference in weight. If that weight penalty is translated into the empty structural



weight of a typical 1500 pound two seat homebuilt, a weight penalty of 100 pounds results, which could have been converted into payload (assuming you have some place to put the extra payload). On the other extreme, a brute force analysis approach, together with simplicity, may lead to two conclusions: excessive weight



with satisfactory structural margins, or acceptable weight but with the potential for premature failure. Murphy's law always seems to prevail.



Two references by Gerard were found which deal SPORT AVIATION 61



with the question of minimum weight analysis. Following the work of Gerard in optimizing a multicell box beam on the basis of structural weight, the baseline configuration (Concept IV) has been finalized as a 2 bay (3 spar) with one midspan rib box beam reflecting the overall planform and depth of the T-18 Sport outer wing panel. In order to arrive at the lightest substructure/cover combination, a parametric analysis of the compression cover (upper cover) was performed, a computer program referred to as SPADE (Sandwich PAnel DEsign) was used. This analysis procedure (using the methods found in MIL-HDBK-23) generates the lightest weight panel sufficient to carry the specified set of load intensities (axial and shear) and outputs the necessary design information. A sample run is included as Figure 5 for your assessment. The run was made using the Style 143 glass cloth, 3 types of core (2 Ib. foam, 4 Ib. foam, and 1.8 Ib. 1/8 cell aluminum honeycomb) for the loads corresponding to the 3(f< span point from the tip. The results indicate that an unbalanced layup is sufficient to carry the loads; 1 + 30/-30/ + 30I each facesheet, and we have therefore added one additional ply of material at -30 degrees in order to satisfy the midplane symmetry requirement, giving I30/-30/-30/30] at that station. One of the results out of the analysis which we thought was interesting was that on the inboard panels where the load is highest, the program showed that four plies were sufficient to meet strength, stiffness, and stability requirements, but 3 more plies were required to satisfy against wrinkling, using a 4 pound per cubic foot density foam. Given only properties of 3 cores to work with initially, the program reverted to satisfy the wrinkling criteria by adding additional layers of glass. The alternate technique is to increase the density of the foam since higher densities yield better flatwise tensile strengths. Subsequent computer runs using a 6 pound density foam yielded a more optimum panel; using less glass but heavier foam, the net weight per square foot was lower, however. The final overall configuration as derived from all this analysis is shown in Figure 6. With three spars, this wing does not offer the capability for retrofit onto existing T-18's, and we would not necessarily like to see that anyway until after the actual part is fabricated and tested. As mentioned earlier, getting the uniformly distributed loads out of the upper and lower covers and through attachment fittings is a troublesome design problem. To that end, we intend to complete the design of the fitting and to fabricate an element of the wing box to verify the load redistribution capability before completing the drawings or committing to the fabrication of the entire outer wing assembly. The design of the fitting we intend to assess is shown in Figure 7.
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